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ABSTRACT 

Online health communities and blogs offer a large variety of useful medical information for users 
such as patients, medical practitioners and system administrators. In this work, we collect the real 
time data from the patients that are posted on the popular health related websites. This data may 
include information related to drugs like side-effects and the user’s opinion. The proposed system 
summarizes the user posts based on the specific date range which is helpful for the end users. 
Association rule mining is used to render the effective patterns on the triad ‘drugs-symptoms-
medicines’. These patterns are advantageous for the knowledge discovery process. In addition, 
Opinion Mining (OM), also known as Sentiment Analysis (SA) which is a Classification process  
is used in this work to classify the users based on the ‘emotional state of mind’. The Classification 
process is performed based on the specific words. Also, symbols and special characters in the user 
posts are considered in this project which is mentioned as a future work in the proposed paper. 
Dynamic data (not static) is used for implementing this project. Hence, the system predicts the 
patterns for the dynamic data. Also, a plot of the number of satisfied patients versus number of 
depressed patients is provided based on a particular date range. 35 different types of graphs can be 
viewed in 2D as well as 3D. These operations are based on the data mining techniques and built 
on .Net framework. 

Keywords: Data mining, Summarization, Pattern Discovery, Opinion Mining, Association rules, 
Simplified Lesk Algorithm, Apriori Algorithm 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

With the enormous and rapid increase in the size of the web network and the users, electronic 

information is also increasing in huge amount. Rapid advances in data collection and storage 

technology have enabled organizations to accumulate a vast amount of data. This creates an 

overhead of time and space as the existing information becomes old and new information keeps 

generating. Also understandability of information and consequent knowledge continue to be a 

challenging task. Data Mining is the process of automatically discovering useful information in 

large data repositories. Data Mining techniques are deployed to search large databases to find novel 

and useful patterns that might otherwise remain unknown. Several core techniques that are used in 

data mining describe the type of mining and data recovery operation. The techniques are: 

1 Association Rule 
2 Classification 
3 Clustering  
4 Sequential Patterns and Predictions 

Three main operations i.e., Summarization (15,17), Association Rule Mining, and Opinion Mining 

are applied on the data collected from the health board “healthboards.com” for knowledge mining 

of the user health posts. 

1.1 Summarization 

Summarization is defined as taking information from the source, extracting content from it, and 

presenting the most useful content to the user in a condensed form and in a manner suitable to the 

user's application needs (1) Summarization is very important in different Natural Language 

Processing (NLP) applications like Information Retrieval, Quality Analysis, Text Comprehension 

etc. Commonly, there are two types of summaries (9). One is called “Extract” in which contents 

from text (ex: words) and sentences are reused. Second is called “Abstract” in which includes 

regeneration of extracted contents (3). 

We use “Simplified Lesk based” sumarization algorithm1for Summarization. The sentences are 

arranged in descending order and summarization is performed by taking percentage of 

summarization as input. Result is measured in terms of precision, recall, f-measure2. This 

                                                           
1 http://www.wow.com/wiki/Lesk_algorithm 
2 https://metacademy.org/graphs/concepts/f_measure 
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algorithm is simple and each sentence is considered separately for evaluation hence useful in 

summarization of user posts. 

1.2 Pattern Prediction 

Sequential patterns are a useful method for identifying trends, or regular occurrences of similar 

events. For example, with customer data we can identify that customers buy a particular collection 

of products together at different times of the year. 

Prediction is a wide topic and runs from predicting the failure of components or machinery, to 

identifying fraud and even the prediction of company profits. Used in combination with the other 

data mining techniques, prediction involves analyzing trends, classification, pattern matching, and 

relation. By analyzing past events or instances, you  can make a prediction about an event. 

Association rule mining is a popular and widely-known data mining task. Association rule mining 

is used for the pattern prediction. It is used to find out interesting relations between variables in 

large database and discover patterns that describe associated features in the data. Rules generated 

by association have two disjoint set of items having form LHS (Left Hand Side) => RHS (Right 

Hand Side). The rule says that RHS is likely to occur whenever the LHS set occurs (4). Extraction 

of association rules includes two steps: “Association Rule Generation” and “Interesting Rule 

Selection” (5). After the rules have been obtained, they are extracted and post processed. The 

extracted rules from the health boards dataset could take one or more of the following forms: 

1. symptoms  disease 
2. disease   disease 
3. medicine  disease 
4. disease   medicine 
5. Age group  disease 

 

Association (or relation) is probably the better known and most familiar and straightforward data 

mining technique. Here, we make a simple correlation between two or more items, often of the 

same type to identify patterns (10).  

For example, Market-basket analysis, where we track people's buying habits. We might identify 

that a customer always buys milk when he buys bread, and therefore suggest that the next time he 

buys bread he might also want to buy milk. 
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We use Apriori Algorithm3 for the pattern prediction by finding the associations between the drugs, 

diseases and symptoms. The steps of the Apriori algorithm are given below: 

STEP 1: Scan the opinion data set and determine the support(s) of each item. 
STEP 2: Generate L1 (Frequent one item set). 
STEP 3: Use Lk-1, join Lk-1 to generate the set of candidate k - item set. 
STEP 4: Scan the candidate k item set and generate the support of each candidate k – item 
set. 
STEP 5: Add to frequent item set, until C=Null Set. 
STEP 6: For each item in the frequent item set generate all non-empty subsets. 
STEP 7: For each non empty subset determine the confidence. If confidence is greater than 
or equal to this specified confidence .Then add to Strong Association Rule.  

 

1.3 Opinion Mining  
 

Opinion Mining (OM) or Sentiment Analysis (SA) is a task of finding sentiments from text. These 

sentiments may take different forms like – opinions from people, attitudes and emotions toward 

an entity. The entity can represent individuals, events or topics. These topics are most likely to be 

covered by reviews. Sentiment Analysis is considered as a classification process. Classification 

levels considered were - document level, sentence level and aspect level (6). While doing Opinion 

Mining, first the important features are selected from text then classification is done using 

appropriate classifier. We are considering reviews from health posts and in our case drug is the 

represented entity. So our classification falls under aspect level. Feature selection is used for 

opinion mining in this work (9, 13). 

Classification is used to build up an idea of the type of customer, item, or object  by describing 

multiple attributes to identify a particular class.  

For example, we can easily classify cars into different types by identifying different attributes. 

Given a new car, we might apply it into a particular class by comparing the attributes with our 

known definition.  We can apply the same principles to customers. For example, by classifying 

them by age and social group. 

                                                           
3 http://nikhilvithlani.blogspot.com/2012/03/apriori-algorithm-for-data-mining-made.html 
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1.4 Existing System 

          Online health communities and blogs offer a large variety of useful medical information for 

users such as patients, medical practitioners and system administrators. Health boards just collect 

real time health posts, where patients express their views, including their experiences and side-

effects on drugs used by them. These systems collect and store the data in the database, and retrieve 

the data. However, the system do not extract or predict useful information from the repositories 

which helps the users.  

Some disadvantages of the Existing Systems include as follows:  

• The system just has a database where data are stored and are retrieved as needed. 
• The system does not support any aggregate operation beyond what database offers. 
• The system is not capable of doing any data mining to predict useful information. 
• The system do not address symbols and special characters.  
• The interface is not user friendly enough. 
• The system is not capable of removing outliers or noises. 
• The system is not time-efficient. For some data, it may take a lot of time when the system 

tries to process a large amount of data. 
 

           The proposed addresses most of the above mentioned issues. In this work, data is aggregated 

based on drugs, diseases, symptoms and Lesk algorithm is used for summarization. Data mining 

techniques are used to obtain useful information through pattern discovery. It also deals with 

symbols and special characters. The interface is made user friendly. This system is time-efficient 

for processing a large amount of data. 

 

1.5 Problem Statement 

Performing summarization of user posts per drug, and coming out with useful conclusions 

for medical fraternity as well as patient community is an important factor in medical sector. 

Opinion Mining helps to find the patient’s opinion and symbols related to drugs. Association rule 

mining is helpful for rendering the effective patterns on the triad ‘drugs-symptoms-medicines’. 

1.6 Proposed System 

Proposed system collects real time health posts from reputed websites, where patients express their 

views, including their experiences and side-effects on drugs used by them. Proposed system 
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performs Summarization of user posts per drug, and generates useful conclusions for medical 

fraternity as well as patient community. Association rule mining is used to render the effective 

patterns on the triad ‘drugs-symptoms-medicines’. These patterns are advantageous for the 

knowledge discovery process (11,16).  In addition, Opinion Mining (OM), also known as 

Sentiment Analysis (SA) which is a Classification process is used to classify the users based on 

the ‘emotional state of mind’. Also, implementation of symbols and special characters are showed 

which is mentioned as a future work in the proposed paper. Experimental results are shown by 

plotting the 2D and 3D graph of the number of satisfied patients versus depressed patients. 

1.7 Scope and Objectives 

The proposed system makes the following contribution: 

• It is a medical sector application that collects the posts from the users (medical 
practitioners, patients) related to side effects on drug and their opinions. 

• It summarizes all the user posts and come out with useful conclusions. 
• It makes use of “Association Rules” for triad pattern discovery. 
• It uses dynamic data. Hence, the system predicts the patterns for the dynamic data. 
• It performs Opinion Mining based on the patient’s opinion. 
• It takes symbols into consideration for the Opinion Mining. 
• It is a new online community where we collect huge variety of medical information useful 

for medical practitioners, patients etc. 
• It identifies the popularity of the drugs used by the patients. 

 

In addition, this system contains 3 actors: administrator, medical practitioners and patients. The 

administrator manages the entire system. He/She provides the login to all the medical practitioners. 

A medical practitioner performs manual survey and collect the patient opinions and gets login to 

the system and uploads patient opinions. The visitor (patient) views the filtered data of the past 15 

years based on the drug. 35 different kinds of 2D and 3D graphs of the number of satisfied patients 

versus depressed patients is displayed based on the date range. 

 

1.8 Motivation 

For a disease, one(doctor) should give the proper treatment for the patient. As multiple drugs are 

available for the particular disease, there is a need for  identifying the popular drug. Since 

symptoms are related to diseases and diseases are related to drugs, there is a need for the system 
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to discover the relationship between symptoms-diseases-drugs. This system discovers this 

relationship based on the patient opinions.  

The challenges involved in building this application are as follows. First, we plan to develop  a 

real-time application which will be beneficial for patients, doctors, researchers, drug 

manufacturing company. Next, we implement the summarization based on the wordnet (14) using 

keyword extraction technique (the Lesk algorithm). Then we discover the relationship between 

symptoms-diseases-drugs using Apriori algorithm and finally, the sentiment analysis module is 

implemented based on the classification rules 

Some of the main applications of this system are as follows: First, this concept can be implemented 

for a clinic or hospital for analyzing the relationship between symptoms-diseases-drugs. It can also 

be used for a drug manufacturing company, where they can know the list of popular drugs based 

on the patient opinions. Further, this system can be applied as an online health community system 

where patients can gather information based on the drug. It can also play an important role in 

research community for analyzing the relationship between symptoms-diseases-drugs. 

1.9 System Requirements 
• Software Requirements 

• OS:    Windows 2000/NT/XP/Higher 
• Back End:   SQLSERVER 2005/2008 
• Designed Tool Kit:   Visual Studio 2010 
• Front End:   ASP.NET 4.0 
• Programming Language: C# 

 
• Hardware Requirements 

• Intel P4 + 
• 1.5GHz or above 
• 2GB RAM 
• 20GB HDD Minimum 

The rest of this paper provides the related work in section 2. Design will be illustrated in section 

3. Section 4 details the implementation and describes the pages. Finally, the last section concludes 

the paper and outlines the future work. 
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2. RELATED WORK 
 

Summarization and sentiment analysis from user health posts: 

Mane, Vinod L., et al (2) have proposed a base system architecture for Summarization and 

Sentiment Analysis. As the social networking contains a huge amount of data, the authors describe 

the importance of summarization in social networking. The classification helps to give an indirect 

feedback on information such as the side effects of drugs on different users for the drug 

manufacturing companies. These are the main reasons for the authors to choose to propose a work 

on Summarization and Sentiment Analysis. They have also explained the association rule 

generation and how to achieve it using the Apriori Algorithm. Further, the authors have discussed 

the Sentiment Analysis tf-idf4 4feature selection and classifier usage. Spelling mistakes and 

symbolic expressions have not been implemented in their system and are considered as the future 

work. 

 

An efficient approach for sentiment analysis of health posts: 

In their paper, Afzal et.al (7) have “Keyword Extraction”, “Association Rule Mining, Sentiment” 

analysis and “Summarization”. They use Classification rule for the Sentiment Analysis. The Lesk 

Based Summarization algorithm is used for the summarization and Apriority Algorithm for the 

Association rule Mining. The authors focus on designing a language independent system. Spelling 

mistakes and error detection in the text that is handled by the Auto Text Correction method in this 

work uses Rule Candidate algorithm and Rule Matching algorithm for producing rules and Rule 

Condensing algorithm for refining rules. Different inputs for Drugs, Diseases and Symptoms were 

given and the results were tested. The patients are also classified as Normal, Satisfied or Depressed. 

The experimental work and the analysis show that 90%+ of the results were accurate. 

Implementation of symbols and special characters is put forward as a future work. The text 

correction in this work is limited only to a specific number of languages. Extending the text 

correction to other different languages is also suggested as a future work. 

 

                                                           
4 http://www.tfidf.com/ 
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Opinion Mining and Sentiment Analysis: 

Pang, B. and Lee, L (8) came up with a survey that focused on the techniques and approaches 

which enabled opinion-oriented information-seeking systems. The main purpose of their 

information-gathering was to analyze what other people think. With the increase in scope and 

popularity of opinion-rich resources like blogs, social media and online review sites new 

challenges and options originate as people try to understand the opinions of others. There has been 

a sudden eruption of activity in sentiment analysis and opinion mining because of the importance 

given to opinions as the first-class object. . The authors also discussed the methods to address the 

challenges of sentiment-aware applications in comparison with traditional fact-based analysis. 

They also presented broader issues of the development of opinion-oriented information systems 

like manipulation, privacy and economic impact.. An analysis of the available resources, 

evaluation campaigns and benchmark datasets suggested to leave for the future work. 
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3. DESIGN 
 
3.1 Product perspective 
 

3.1.1 User Requirements 
This application is a browser based application. It mainly consists of 3 actors Administrator, 

Medical Practitioner, and Visitor (Patient). An Administrator is a person who maintains the entire 

application. Administrator is an owner of the application who verifies the registered users and 

allows them to access the application. Medical practitioner is a registered user. Medical practitioner 

makes use of the application services. This is the core module where system summarizes all user 

posts, carries out Pattern Prediction and Opinion Mining, and generates useful information, 

provides concluding remarks or illustrates graphical presentation of the results. Visitors have 

limited accessibility to the application. They can only view the basic information related to the 

application or filter out the posts submitted in the past 15 years based on a particular drug 

 

3.1.2 PLATFORM: DOT NET  -  VISUAL STUDIO 2008/2010 
The hardware required for this system includes minimum of 2GB RAM, Pentium IV or higher, 

minimum of 40GB hard disk, and Standard PC configuration to perform the necessary 

computation. 

 

The following table provides the required software for this system: 

 

Figure 1 Software Requirements 
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3.1.3 Modules 
 

User class – Administrator: The Administrator has the following modules:  

• Login Module: The whole application contains one administrator. In this module 
administrator of the website logs in into the application by specifying login id and 
password. Application verifies the login id and password inputted by the administrator. 

• Manage Medical Practitioners: In this module, the administrator adds the medical 
practitioners into the server. During this process administrator assigns unique login id and 
password for each medical practitioner. 

• Manage Keywords: In this module, administrator uploads the keywords for types 
symptoms, diseases, drugs, satisfied and depressed. The admin can edit, update, view and 
delete the keywords to and from the server. 

• View the data: In this module, the admin can view the posts of the patients based on the 
drug.  

• Manage Account: The admin can manage his account through the Account module. He 
can reset the password in this module. 
 

User class – Medical Practitioners: The Administrator has the following modules: 

• Login Module: Here medical practitioner logs in into the application by providing the 
unique login id and password given by the administrator of the application. 

• Opinion Module (patient’s opinion): In this module, medical practitioner registers patients 
to the system and uploads the health posts into the server. 

• Summarization Module: This is the core module where system summarize all user posts 
and come out with useful information or conclusions. Here we make use of keyword 
extraction method to extract symptoms-diseases-drugs from the user health posts. 

• Pattern Prediction Module: Here system discovers useful patterns of the drugs-diseases-
symptoms based on the posts posted by the users of the application. 

• Sentiment Analysis Module: Here system uses keyword based classifier to classify the 
user health posts to either “depressed” or “satisfied”. 

• Graph Module: The medical practitioner can view 35 different types of graphs of the plots 
of number of satisfied patients v/s depressed patients. The graphs (charts) can be viewed 
in both 2D and 3D view. 

• Manage Account: The medical practitioner can manage his account through the Account 
module. He can reset the password in this module. 
 

User class – Visitor: The visitor can view the basic information in homepage and view the 
opinions of the patients posted in the past 15 years based on a particular drug. 
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3.1.4 Communication Interface Requirements 
 

• Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is used to transmit documents around network. 
• Mainly the website is developed using ASP.NET as front and SQL Server 2008 as backend. 
• The website is based on three tier architecture with data server, application server and a 

client. 
 

3.2 Proposed System Architecture 

 

 
Figure 2: Proposed System Architecture 

 

          Figure 1 shows the proposed system architecture for our system. Keyword extraction method 

is used to extract the keywords from different categories such as drugs, diseases, symptom, 

satisfied and depressed. Then these keywords are used for summarization, opinion mining and 

pattern discovery. The results of summarization is used for further classification to get a better 

result.  Wordnet is the customized dictionary which the system refers to for the keywords. After 
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the classification the results are used to provide the 2D and 3D graphical representation of the 

number of satisfied versus depressed patients. 

3.3 System Architecture Diagram 

 

 

 

Figure 3: System Architecture Diagram 

 

         Figure 2 shows the system architecture diagram for our system. The diagram shows the three 

actors involved i.e., Administrator, Medical Practitioner and the patient. It also shows the different 

tasks carried out by each actor. Tye admin manages the keywords and the medical practitioners. 

The medical practitioners input the patient’s opinion into the system and can carry out 

summarization, pattern discovery, opinion mining. He can also view the graph. The patients can 

view the past 15 years’ opinions of the patients based on a particular drug. 
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3.4 System Design 

The purpose of the design phase is to plan a solution of the problem specified by the requirements 

document. This phase is the first step in moving from the problem domain to the solution domain. 

In other words, starting with what is needed, design takes us toward how to satisfy the needs. The 

design of a system is perhaps the most critical factor affecting the quality of the software; it has a 

major impact on the later phases particularly testing and maintenance. 

The design activity often results in three separate outputs – 

• Architecture design. 
• High level design. 
• Detailed design.  

 

3.5 Architectural Design 

Architecture focuses on looking at a system as a combination of many different components, and 

how they interact with each other to produce the desired result. The focus is on identifying 

components or subsystems and how they connect. In other words, the focus is on what major 

components are needed. 

 

In this project three tier architecture has been used.  
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Figure 4: Three tier Architecture 

The presentation tier contains the UI (User Interface) elements of the site, and includes all the 

logic that managers the interaction between the visitor and the client’s business. (ASP.NET Web 

Forms, Web User Controls, ASP.NET Master Pages). The business tier receives requests from 

the presentation tier and returns a result to the presentation tier depending on the business logic it 

contains. (C# Classes). The data tier is responsible for storing the application’s data and sending 

it to the business tier when requested. (SQL Server Stored Procedures). 

3.6 High Level Design 

The high level design identifies the modules that should be built for developing the system and the 

specifications of these modules. At the end of system design, all major data structures, file format, 

output formats, etc., are also fixed. The focus is on identifying the modules. In other words, the 

attention is on what modules are needed. 

 

Data Flow Diagram  

A data flow diagram (DFD) is a graphical representation of the "flow" of data through an 

information system. DFDs can also be used for the visualization of data processing (structured 

design). 

 

 The following diagrams show the data flow diagrams for each actor: 
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 Admin 
 

 
Figure 5: Data Flow Diagram of Administrator 

  

               Figure 4 shows the data flow diagram of the Administrator. He can carry out four important 

functions i.e., add, view, delete and update.  After the admin logs in he can add the keywords and 

the medical practitioners. He can view the added keywords, medical practitioners and the opinions 
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based on a particular drugs. He can also delete the added keywords, medical practitioners and the 

opinions. Also, he can update the keywords, medical practitioners and the password.  

Medical practitioner  

 
 

Figure 6: Data Flow Diagram of Medical Practitioner 
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              Figure 5 shows the data flow diagram of the medical practitioner. After logging in he can 

post the patient’s opinions, view the summarization, pattern discovery, sentiment analysis and 

graph. He can also delete the patient’s opinion. Also, he can update the password for his account. 

 

 

Patient 

 
 

Figure 7: Data Flow Diagram of Patient 

 

 

         Figure 6 shows the data flow diagram of the patient. The visitor can view the patient’s 

opinions of the past 15 years based on a particular drug. He can also view an introduction of the 

system in the Home page. 

 

Detailed Design 
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In the detailed design, the internal logic of each of the modules is specified. The focus is on 

designing the logic for each of the modules. In other words, how modules can be implemented in 

software is the issue.  

A design methodology is a systematic approach to creating a design by application of a set of 

techniques and guidelines. Most methodologies focus on high level design. 

 

Use Case Diagram 

A use case diagram in the Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a type of behavioral diagram 

defined by and created from a use case analysis. Its purpose is to present a graphical overview of 

the functionality provided by a system in terms of actors, their goals (represented as use cases), 

and any dependencies between those use cases. 

The following are the usecase diagrams of the actors: 

Admin 

 
Figure 8: Usecase diagram of Administrator 
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                    Figure 7 shows the usecase diagram of the administrator. He can login, manage medical 

practitioners, manage keywords for drugs, diseases, symptoms, satisfied and depressed types. He 

can view the opinions. He can manage the account by resetting the password. Finally he can sign 

out of the account.  

 

Medical practitioner 

 
Figure 9: Usecase diagram of Medical Practitioner 

       

         Figure 7 shows the usecase diagram of the medical practitioner. He can login into the 

application, manage patient’s opinion, view summarization, pattern discovery, opinion mining. He 

can also view the 2D and 3D graphs. Finally he can sign out of the account. 

Patient  
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Figure 10: Usecase diagram of Visitor (Patient) 

       Figure 7 shows the usecase diagram of the patient. The patient can view the home page and 

the opinions of the past 15 years based on a particular drug. 

 

3.7 ER Diagram 

In software engineering, an entity-relationship model (ERM) is an abstract and conceptual 

representation of data. Entity-relationship modeling is a database modeling method, used to 

produce a type of conceptual schema or semantic data model of a system, often a relational 

database, and its requirements in a top-down fashion. Diagrams created by this process are called 

entity-relationship diagrams, ER diagrams, or ERDs.  
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Figure 11: Entity Relationship Diagram of the Database 

 

       Figure 10 shows the ER diagram of the database of the application. It has three tables: 

tblLogin: It contains the login information for the administrator and the medical practittoner. 

tblKeywords: It contains the keyword type and keywords information. 

tblOpinions: It contains the information related to the patients.  
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4. IMPLEMENTATION 
 

This web application is implemented using object oriented programming language. Object oriented 

programming is an approach that provides a way of modularizing programs by creating partitioned 

memory area for both data and functions that can be used as templates for creating copies of such 

modules on demand. 

This project is implemented using three tier architecture. ASP.NET is used in the presentation 

layer, C# classes are used in the Business logic, table adopter is used in the data tier and MS SQL 

server 2005 (database) is used as the backend. 

 

4.1 Screenshots 

The following are the screenshots of the pages in the project: 

 

4.1.1 Index page 
The start screen of the application has three sub pages. They are: 

Opinions Page 
Opinions page is set as Index page where the application starts when we run the application. 

Opinions page is used by the patients to view the opinions based on a particular drug. The drugs 

are displayed in a dropdown list and the user can select one of them to view the opinions posted in 

the past 15 years.  

 
Figure 12: Opinions Page Screenshot 
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Home Page 

Home page displays the introduction of the application. The patient (visitor) can view the 

information regarding the application in this page.   

 

 
Figure 13: Home Page 

 
 
Login page 
Login page has a dropdown list for users with two options i.e., Administrator and Medical 

Practitioner. The user logs in with the respective Login id and Password.  
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      Figure 13 shows the Login page of the application. It is used by the admin and the medical 

practitioner. It has a dropdown list, login id and password fields. 

 
Figure 14: Login Page 1 

 

       Figure 14 shows the detailed view of Login page of the application. The dropdown list has the 

administrator and the medical practitioner in the list. The actors can choose the respective option 

from the list and login using the login id and the password. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 15: Login Page 2 
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Admin 

1) The admin logs in using the login page. The admin selects the user type as Administrator from 

the dropdown list and enters his login id and password in the respective fields.  

 
Figure 16: Admin Login Page 

 

2) “Medical practitioner page” allows the admin to add the medical practitioners. There are three 

fields i.e., Login Id, Password and Email. After a medical practitioner is added, a dialogue box 

confirms that the medical practitioner was added successfully. The added medical practitioner 

can be viewed in the second half of the page. Also, the admin can either edit or delete the added 

medical practitioner. 

 
Figure 17: Medical Practitioners Page 
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3) “Create dataset page” allows the admin to add data set for the application. It contains a 

dropdown list with all the keyword types and a field to enter the keyword for the selected type. 

The options available for the keyword types are drugs, diseases, symptoms, depressed and 

satisfied. The added key words can be viewed in the second half of the page. The keywords 

can also be edited and deleted.  Figure 17 shows the create dataset page.   

 
Figure 18: Create Dataset Page 1 

 

             Figure 18  shows the detailed view of the create dataset page. It shows the different options 
available in the data type dropdown like drugs, diseases, symptoms, satisfied and depressed. 

 

 
Figure 19: Create Dataset Page 2 
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4) The admin can view the patients’ opinions based on a particular drug. The drug is selected 

from a dropdown list. Also, the admin has the authority to delete a particular record.  

 
Figure 20: Opinions Page 

 
5) The admin can manage his/her account through the Account page. This page allows the admin 

to reset the password. It has three field old password, new password and confirm password. 

 
Figure 21: Account Page 

 

6) The admin can finally sign out by clicking the “Sign out” option. 
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Medical practitioner 

1) The medical practitioner logs in using the login page. The medical practitioner selects the user 

type as Medical Practitioner and enters his/her login id and password in the respective fields.  

 

 

Figure 22: Medical Practitioner Page 
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2) Patient’s opinion page allows the medical practitioner to add a patient’s opinion based on a 

particular drug. The drugs can be selected in the dropdown list. Based on a particular drug, the 

patient’s opinion is added. The fields for the patient’s information include name, age, address, 

gender, opinion, date, rating and emoticon.  

Symbols i.e., emoticons (smileys) are used to express the patient’s emotion. The entered data can 

be viewed, edited, updated and deleted at the bottom of the page.  

 
Figure 23: Create Dataset Page 
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3) The application summarizes the data between start date and end date range. Summarization 

page has two input fields to enter the start date and end date.   

 
Figure 24: Summarization Page 

 

4) Pattern prediction page takes in two inputs i.e., start date and end date and generates the 

patterns. The data set for the patients are displayed in the first part of the page.  Then at the 

end of the page, the generated patterns are displayed along with the pattern details. Based on 

the Apriori algorithm, the pattern details has four sub parts i.e., Distinct Items, Summarized 

Results, Frequent, Item Set and Final Output. 

 
Figure 25: Patterns Page 
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5) Sentiment analysis or Opinion mining page is used to categorize the patients as satisfied or 

depressed based on the keywords. SA page has two input fields to enter the start date and end 

date. It is done based on this date range. 

 
Figure 26: SA Analysis Page 

 

6) Graph page first categorizes all the patients as satisfied or depressed based on the date range. 

Then the graph of the satisfied patients versus depressed patients is displayed. Around 35 

different types of graphs are included in the dropdown list. The Medical practitioner can choose 

any one of them from the list. Also, the selected type of graph can be viewed in 3D. 

 
Figure 27: Graph Page 
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      Figure 27 shows the 2D illustration of the graph. It shows the number of satisfied patients 

versus the number of depressed patients.  

 
Figure 28: 2D illustration of a graph 

 

      Figure 28 shows the 3D illustration of the vertical column graph. It shows the number of 

satisfied patients versus the number of depressed patients.  

 
Figure 29: 3D illustration of a graph  
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      Figure 28 shows the 2D pie-chart illustration of the graph. It shows the number of satisfied 

patients versus the number of depressed patients between a date range. 

 

 
Figure 30: 2D Pie-chart illustration of a graph  

 

7) The Medical practitioner can manage his account through the Account page. This page allows 

the Medical practitioner to reset his/her password. It has three field old password, new 

password and confirm password. 

 
Figure 31: Account Page 

 
8) The Medical practitioner can finally sign out by clicking the Sign out option.  
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5. RESULTS 
 

 The input for this application was 100 records of user posts. 10 different kinds of drugs were 

selected like Intal, Fentyl, Buspar, Armour, Folic, Topamax, Reglan, Zovirax, Estrace and 

Klonopin. Some of the diseases input were Asthma, Allergy, Arthritis, Fibromyalgia, Neuropathy, 

Chronic pain, Schizphrenia, Anxiety, Chronic fatigue, Acne, Anemia, Arthritis, Mesothelioma, 

Epilepsy, Neuropathy, Lupus, Acid Reflux, Cancer, Herpes, Acne, Hysterectomy, Hepatitis, ALS, 

OCD. 

      The following show the screenshots of the Summarization, Pattern Discovery, Opinion Mining 

and the graphs: 

Summarization: 

Figure 31 shows the result of summarization. It shows all the results between the given date range. 

The fields such as serial number, opinion, date, symptoms, diseases and drugs are displayed in the 

summarization view area.  

  
Figure 31: Summarization result 
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Pattern Predication: 

Figure 32 shows the result of pattern prediction. The results are based on the date range. Generated 

pattern shows the LHS, RHS and the confidence. Pattern details part shows the distinct items, 

summarized results, frequency item set and final output. In this example, we can see that for the 

disease Asthma, the drug Intal is used to cure it with 100% confidence. 

 

      
Figure 32 Pattern Prediction result 

 

Opinion mining: 

Figure 33 shows the result of Opinion Mining. The results are based on a particular date range. 

The fields such as serial number, date, image, depressed, satisfied, and the output are displayed as 

the result. 

                              

Figure 33 Opinion Mining result 
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK  
 

The following section summarizes this work. As the present online health communities contain 

bulk data from which the important information cannot be derived. Hence, in this medical sector 

application different data mining techniques have been implemented to achieve Summarization, 

Opinion Mining and Pattern Discovery. Simplified Lesk Algorithm is used for Summarization and 

Apriori Algorithm is used for Pattern Discovery implementation. There are three actors present in 

this application: Administrator, Medical Practitioner and the patient (visitor). A 2D and 3D 

graphical representation of the number of satisfied patients versus the number of depressed patients 

is presented. 

    This work is implemented by retaining the previous related papers (6,7) as the base work. The 

main implementation carried out in this work that are not implemented in the previous works are 

the symbols and special characters. Dynamic data has been used in this work. Also, 35 different 

kinds of 2D and 3D graphical representation of the number of satisfied patients versus the number 

of depressed patients can be viewed. The application idea is a completely novel one. The same 

implementation can be applied in many different sectors like social media (12), news feed and any 

sector which uses report generation from large amount of data. 

    The following section gives the future work of the application. Live chat feature can be added 

with the medical practitioner where the visitor can chat to clarify about the drug and other side 

effects. Social media posts contain a lot of errors or spelling mistakes. We are not considering 

spelling mistakes and their correction. Auto correction for not only English but also other 

languages can be implemented. So this could be further improvement. Extending this system to a 

big scenario like hospital and connecting it directly to the existing real servers can be the 

continuation of this work. Also, other features like hospital rooms can be added and the number 

of participants can be increased to make this application a sophisticated one in the future. 
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